Coherent backscattering of light (CBS) is a phenomenon in which partial waves traversing time-reversed (momentum-reversed) scattering paths interfere constructively in the backscattering direction leading to the appearance of an intensity cone. This increase in reflectivity reduces the amount of light transported through the colloidal media. As an advanced undergraduate laboratory CBS introduces the student to low-level light detection, precision angular resolved measurements, and sophisticated data analysis techniques. Additionally, the concept of photon self-interference, usually discussed in Modern Physics class in the context of Young's double slit experiment, is beautifully illustrated by CBS.
I. INTRODUCTION
Light scattering experiments have a long and time honored history in physics.
Early experimental investigations into the nature and behavior of light were conducted by Newton, Huygens, Young, Fresnel, and Rayleigh to name a few. Our understanding has progressed from a belief in ether borne vibrations to a self-consistent electromagnetic theory that incorporates all known light scattering phenomena. Light scattering experiments have enjoyed a renaissance since the invention of the laser and have gained further prominence as potential applications of quantum optics, nonlinear optical materials, and photon localization are conceived. It is the possibility of achieving photon localization [1] that has spurred interest in coherent backscattering of light (CBS) as a current research topic. This experiment also has much to offer as an advanced undergraduate laboratory.
Coherent backscattering of light is a photon self-interference effect which leads to an enhanced intensity cone in the backscattering direction. A schematic representation of the now classic CBS experiment is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Laser light is incident on a dense colloidal suspension containing polystyrene spheres [2] , in water, undergoing Brownian motion. The diffuse intensity profile is recorded as a function of backscattering angle leading to the appearance of the CBS intensity cone, whose height is predicted to be twice the incoherent background level. This effective increase in reflectivity reduces the optical energy transported in the forward direction and provides the link with photon localization. This retro reflection enhancement was first observed by A. Ishimaru and Y. Kuga [3] but it was not until the observations of M. van Albada and A. Lagendijk [4] and G. Maret and P. Wolf [5] that its connection with phase coherent time-reversed paths and photon localization was made clear. This connection is sometimes made explicit by referring to CBS as weak photon localization. In order to understand the origin of this enhanced intensity cone, the nature of the photon scattering within the colloidal suspension must be examined. The simplest model describing this process is that the photons are undergoing a diffusion-like random-walk with an average step size given by the transport mean-free-path length . However, since * light in this experiment behaves as an electromagnetic wave, and not a classical particle, interference between scattering paths must be considered. It is just this interference between time-reversed (momentum-reversed) paths that gives rise to the CBS intensity cone. Figure 2 shows a prototypical scattering path and its time-reversed mate and also illustrates the existence of a path length difference (PLD) between the two. where is the wavelength of the incident radiation in water, PLD is again the path length difference, the distance (indicated in Fig. 2 ) is the projection of the vector that points from to , that is ( ), on to , and the distance (also indicated in where we have also used the fact that for a dense colloidal suspension ( ) will be r r n 1 nearly parallel to the sample surface and , yielding 1. The meank k f i cos square separation between the first and last scatterer in the photon diffusion approximation is given as
where is the photon diffusion coefficient in the colloidal suspension, is the randomwalk time, and is the velocity of light propagation [6] . Using the root-mean-square value for we obtain the final expression for the phase difference 2 2 6 2 (1.7) 3 where the total scattering path length.
In order for the two partial waves which traverse time-reversed paths to add constructively, their phase difference must be small. This coherence condition may be stated as 1. Thus, there will exist a critical angle below which this condition will be satisfied and phase coherence maintained. This critical angle is c 2 (1.8)
This result has important implications for the shape of the coherent backscattering cone and accounts for the cone enhancement factor, the ratio of maximum cone height to background level, of two. As mentioned above, Eq.(1.3) implies that the two partial waves must be added coherently (sum then square) to obtain their contribution to the intensity in the exact backscattering direction, whereas the incoherent sum (square then add) may be used for angles greater than , leading to the enhancement factor of two. c
One implication for the cone shape is that paths for which the total path length is large will only contribute coherently within a relatively small angle about the backscattering direction. That is, the critical angle decreases as the total photon path length increases. This implies that any physical phenomenon that affects the long scattering paths, or distribution of path lengths, will manifest itself near the backscattering direction. Some of these phenomena include absorption [7] , finite sample size [8] , and sample surface reflectivity [9] .
Another important result that is easily obtained from Eq. which scales inversely with . * An analytic expression for the coherent backscattering intensity line shape may be obtained within the diffusion approximation [7] and is given by 
II. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
The experimental configuration used to measure coherent backscattering intensity profiles is shown in Fig. 3 . theory [11] appropriately corrected for particle-particle correlations [12] . The result of this analysis is plotted in Fig. 5 and as expected the inverse dependence on is observed * on this log-log plot. 
III. CONCLUSIONS
Coherent backscattering of light is an experiment that is ideally suited for an advanced undergraduate laboratory. It represents a topic of current interest within the research community and yet is readily accessible at the undergraduate level. Coherent backscattering of light is a phenomenon in which partial waves traversing time-reversed paths interfere constructively in the backscattering direction leading to the appearance of an intensity cone. It affords students an opportunity to learn to conduct a low light level experiment with precise angular resolution and to use sophisticated data analysis tools and techniques. Coherent backscattering intensity profiles have been obtained and the inverse dependence of their width on the transport mean-free-path length has been verified.
